
Falcon caBin management system

Mix business with pleasure. 

Now you can create a cabin that reflects how you work and play, to the highest standard. Yours. Rockwell Collins offers an all-digital 
electronics system that elevates entertainment, global office and cabin management to the next level of quality, reliability and 
maintainability. All with a simple click or two via our Graphical User Interface (GUI). The Falcon Cabin Management System can fully 
integrate your entertainment and global office capabilities while providing more control over your cabin environment. That way, you can 
work or play without compromise. And, as your needs change, this system is designed to deliver more capability and true value.



Staying connected. In business, it’s no longer an option but a  
necessity. With the Falcon Cabin Management System, your cabin 
is open for business all the time. Broadband Internet access brings 
Ethernet connectivity to each seat, and a wireless local area network 
allows multiuser access and printing. Or, if you prefer, you can simply 
talk by telephone. With an all-digital system, it’s business as usual. 
And the system is easily upgradeable, with capacity to integrate 
 future digital technologies. By focusing on your technical and 
business needs, we ensure you get just what you need to succeed. 

Your global office capabilities support:
 Local area network
 Wireless laptop connectivity
 Telephone
 Printer/fax
 High-speed data
 Future growth to Broadband and VoIP 
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Travel without missing a beat.

Display a presentation from your laptop for multiple viewing within 

the cabin via our all-digital system. Stay connected and enhance your 

productivity with every convenience of the global office.



Your home theater away from home.
All that you want in a home theater can 
be found in your cabin. From satellite radio 
to fully digital video to live satellite TV. 
Complete with a cabin management system 
where you choose the lighting, temperature, 
video and sound experience you want.

Enjoy easy access to entertainment options* 
that include:

 DVD
 CD
 MP3
 iPod®
 Satellite TV
 Satellite Radio (XM)
 Moving Maps and Flight Information

The perfect mix: 
proven, functional, reliable.
Our digital system is as advanced as it is easy  
to maintain. With centralized diagnostics, 
you can spot a problem early on. Reduced 
wiring and common off-the-shelf spares make 
it easier to change or retrofit a component. 
Our innovative single-loop design helps 
 enhance audio/video and office functionality, 
simultaneously. And fault tolerant, self- 
healing capabilities help to prevent downtime. 
Based on a proven core technology, you  
can count on Rockwell Collins. Backed by a 
global support network, we ensure you can 
work smart and play hard. No matter where 
you fly.

Your GUI, color-themed to fit your interior, 
allows you to customize your cabin. Enjoy the 
power, comfort and convenience you want,  
at your fingertips. Our all-digital system 
gives you control while enhancing your 
 capabilities to satisfy your entertainment  
and global office needs. Today and tomorrow.

*Some options may be offered as standard based upon the  
Falcon model.
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When it’s time to relax, simply click on the entertainment option of your choice. You can also 

personalize your cabin environment to create the entertainment experience you prefer.



Building trust every day.

Rockwell Collins delivers smart communication and aviation  
electronics solutions to customers worldwide. Backed by a global 
network of service and support, we stand committed to putting 
technology and practical innovation to work for you whenever 
and wherever you need us. In this way, working together, we build 
trust. Every day.

For more information contact:

Rockwell Collins
400 Collins Road NE
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52498
319.295.4085

email: csmarketing@rockwellcollins.com
www.rockwellcollins.com
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